Solar industry jobs provide clean and renewable energy to people in all 50 states. In Oregon, we have over 160 companies working to deploy more solar across the state and are in need of diverse skills and talent - from technician to IT specialist, warehouse staff to legal support. A variety of positions are available including entry level, technical and non-technical.

**examples of solar jobs:**

- **Instructor/Trainer**: Develop & deliver educational material for various audiences.
- **Research Scientist**: Collect & analyze information from controlled lab-based research & experiments.
- **Policy Associate**: Oversee industry & organization relationships with stakeholders & policy makers to achieve policy support.
- **Program Manager**: Run & develop programs to deliver education, material, or services.

---

Learn more about Oregon’s solar workforce:

[WWW.OSEIA.ORG/WORKFORCE](http://WWW.OSEIA.ORG/WORKFORCE)